What the Bible Really

Lesson Four - Page 149

Say About

M ATTHEW 2 4 & 2 5

The End of Time!

Answer the following questions. (NOTE: Additional materials
are included in the book Last to Leave and will help in the
study of this section.) This lesson will not deal with the details
but the big picture. If you can see the two chapters clearly in
their simplest form then you will be able to put the details
into their proper perspective.
The following Questions can be answered using pages 151152 from the book Last to Leave.
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Comparing Matthew 24.1-2 with Mark 13.1-3 & Luke
21.5-6, What did Jesus tell the disciples was going to
happen in the future?



What Questions did the disciples ask in with Mark 13.4



What Questions did the disciples ask in Luke 21.7



(NOTE: Luke and Mark only deal with the first question
and are used as a scripture interpreting scripture and the
simple interpreting the hard but will not be a focus of this
study.)
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KEY VERSE NUMBER ONE: Matthew
Questions did the disciples ask Jesus?

24.3

What



KEY VERSE NUMBER FOUR: Matthew 24. 37 What is the
second question and how does this verse relate to it?



How does Matthew 24.36 & 24.42 Help us understand
what Jesus is saying in answering question number two?



KEY VERSE NUMBER FIVE: Matthew 25.13 What does
Jesus tell the disciples in answering question number
three?



How are question two and three related to each other?
Did the disciples understand this when they asked them
to Jesus.



After Jesus was asked three questions in Matthew 24.3
he answered each one. show these three sections where
Jesus answered each one. List the questions and the
section of verses from Matthew 24 and 25 that covers
each answer.

What was the first Question the disciples wanted Jesus to
answer?

KEY VERSE NUMBER TWO: Matthew 24.34 When did
Jesus say everything between verse 4 and 33 would
happen or take place?

What was the limit of time everything before verse 34
had to happen within if Jesus was going to be correct?



KEY VERSE NUMBER THREE: Matthew 24.14 What key
event did Jesus see happening before the first question
could take place?



How was this fulfilled in the first century? See Acts 2.5,
Romans 1.8, Colossians 1.5-6, Colossians 1.23? (Note:
This is covered in detail in the chapter in Last to Leave
titled the Gospel to the Whole World on page 145.)

1. Question:
Scripture section:
2. Question:
Scripture Section:
3. Question:
Scripture Section:
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How can knowing this help in your Christian walk and
understanding of the return of Jesus?
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